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First step: Registration 

http://revistas.pucp.edu.pe/index.php/economia 

Go to the navigation bar localized in the upper right part and choose the option register 



Registration Form 



Once registered and log in, press click in make a New Submission 



1 File Upload 

 
Please, tick both boxes in order to carry on with 
the submission. Then click in save and continue.  

 

Choose which kind of submission are you doing 



This is a key step:  
 

1) Upload the article text (click 
Article Text) in anonymous form. 
 
2) Upload a Cover Letter (Click 
Cover Letter) with the authors 
information.  
 
3) 3) Upload article with the full 
information of authors and 
acknowledgement (click in Other) 

 
After the upload, a meta-data 
details file will appear, please 

ignore this, while is optional, an 
carry on clicking continue 

 

2 



Please insert here the abstract of the article 

Here appears the information of the author that 
submits the article. If there are  co-authors here you 

can add their names clicking add contributor 

Please insert here the keywords of your article 

Clic to continue 
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Author_name correo@pucp.pe 
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Here comes the confirmation that your files is upload and ready to be send. Please 
check again and adjust any information inserted before. When ready, click in finish 
submission.  
 

5 
Click Ok to finish the submission process 



 
After the submission you can see the status of the article. If red, this 
means that the submission is completed, it will move to orange when 
reviewers are assigned. You will be capable of tracking when the 
reviewers have been reported to the editor.  
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Author Panel 

article_name 
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